MEACO 25L LOW ENERGY

Dehumidryer

The real low cost alternative to the tumble dryer

‘A breakthrough in
dehumidifier design,
the harder it works the
less energy it uses.
Combine this with the
super high airflow and
you have a real alternative
to a tumble dryer’

MEACO 25L LOW ENERGY DEHUMIDRYER
The Meaco 25L Low Energy Dehumidryer has been designed to dry your clothes
and it can do so faster and cheaper than any other dehumidifier thanks to its
ground breaking DC Motor, large extraction rate, high air flow and energy efficient
compressor.
For the first time ever you now have a viable option to a tumble dryer and if are
worried about the cost of running a tumble dryer or do not have space for a tumble
dryer then the Meaco 25L Low Energy Dehumidryer is the sensible alternative.
Leaving clothes to dry naturally indoors during winter will result in high levels
of moisture in your home which will make your house feel colder, the air more
expensive to heat and could result in mould growth and condensation.
At just 270 watts running costs this dehumidifier extracts water cheaper than any
other 25 litre on the market and the beauty of a DC Motor is that the harder you
work the dehumidifier the less energy it uses.
As well as being great at drying laundry the 25L makes a sensible choice for
anyone needing a dehumidifier for a larger home or a storage space. There are
four modes to choose from;
Humidistat Mode choose your target relative humidity between 30
and 80%rh
Laundry Mode

makes use of the 280m³/hour fan to speed
dry your clothes

Quiet mode

reduces the fan speed to low and turns off the bleeper

Auto mode

regulates the compressor and fan speed depending on
the room humidity to maintain a comfortable environment

SPECIFICATIONS
Drying Capacity
(Litres/24 Hours)

26.7°C - 60%rh

13.6L in Laundry Mode

30.0°C - 80%rh

26.4L in Laundry Mode

Power Consumption
(Watts)

26.7°C - 60%rh

270W

30.0°C - 80%rh

330W

Air Flow (m3/hr)

150/170/215/280
Humidistat Mode
Laundry Mode

Modes

Quiet Mode
Auto Mode

Meaco Control Logic

Yes

Auto restart

Yes

Ioniser

Yes

Child lock

Yes

Off Timer

1-12 hours

Tank Size

5 litres

Temperature Range

+5°C/+35°C

Relative Humidity Range

30% - 90%rh

Refrigerant

R134a/195g

Dehumidifier Dimensions (mm - w x d x h)
Nett/Gross Weight (Kgs)

378 x 287 x 644
15.0/16.4Kgs

APPLICATIONS

As well as the above the 25L features a child lock, an ioniser to help clean the air
and auto-restart to remember it’s settings after a power cut.
Part of the exclusive Meaco Platinum Range the Meaco 25L Low Energy
Dehumidryer is the most energy efficient compressor dehumidifier in the award
winning Meaco range.

Condensation

Mould

Damp

Laundry drying

Bathroom

Kitchen

Flats to 5 bedroom houses

Low running costs
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